Changes in the molecular topography of the light and heavy chains of type A botulinum neurotoxin following their separation.
Botulinum neurotoxin serotype A, an approx. 150 kDa protein, is composed of two subunits, the light and heavy chains (approximately 50 and approximately 100 kDa, respectively). The neurotoxin's mode of action is believed to depend on coordinated but independent actions of the two subunit chains. The molecular environments of the aromatic amino acid residues of the dichain neurotoxin and the two isolated subunit chains were analyzed using near-ultraviolet circular dichroism (CD) (between 250 and 320 nm) and second-derivative ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy (between 240 and 320 nm) to investigate the conformational variations of the subunit chains in separated and conjugated forms. The mean residue weight ellipticities showed virtually no change (i.e., 1.7%) in the vicinities of Phe (268 nm), and only a small change (11%) around Tyr (279 nm) residues following dissociation of the subunit chains. However, significant changes (23-26%) at 286 nm as well as at 292 nm were noted, suggesting considerable alteration in the conformation of the subunits. Second-derivative ultraviolet absorption spectra indicated the degree of Tyr exposure in the dichain neurotoxin, isolated heavy and light chains at 70.7, 81.5 and 46.4%, respectively. A weighted mean of the degree of exposed Tyr residues in the separated heavy and light chains was 69.6%, virtually same as the 70.7% exposed Tyr residues observed in the intact dichain neurotoxin, indicating no difference in their Tyr exposure upon separation of the two chains. This was corroborated by the CD data which revealed only small changes in the CD signals of Tyr residues, and no alteration in those of the Phe residues following separation of the subunit chains. However, a change in the CD signal at 292 nm suggested that the conformations of Trp-containing segments of the two chains were significantly influenced upon their separation. The heavy and light chains of the neurotoxin therefore appear to exist as two semi-independent domains, in spite of being linked by disulfide and noncovalent bonds, and at least part of their conformations depends on interactions between them.